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No Integration
Using multiple software to manage procurement, purchase orders, equipment 
and inventory can leave companies disorganized. The combination of paper and 
electronic documents may lead to avoidable administrative errors such as 
incorrect entries and data loss.

Lack of Document Tracking
Without a consistent Document Management solution in place, keeping track and 
collecting important documents becomes increasingly difficult. With purchase 
orders, invoices and work orders spread out, additional time is needed to search 
and find the appropriate data, which slows down a business’ workflow.

Limited Control
An integrated procurement, equipment and inventory management solution 
is integral in providing businesses with up-to-date documents and important 
data. Without a solution in place, owners and managers are unable to attain 
control and are more susceptible to overlooking mistakes.

Poor Visibility
Without real-time access to procurement, equipment and inventory records, 
owners and managers are unable to gain a complete view of how the business 
is doing. With difficulty in retrieving important information, and data spread out 
across multiple systems, making accurate business decisions becomes a challenge.
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Full Integration
Procurement, Equipment and Inventory Management is fully integrated 
throughout Jonas, and provides a central location for all purchase orders, invoices 
and subcontracts. With all related documents segmented accordingly, up-to-date 
reports can be generated instantly.  

Accurate Tracking
Rather than using multiple systems, Jonas reduces the need for paperwork and 
creates a fully electronic tracking solution.  All necessary procurement, equipment 
and inventory documents are recorded, sorted and accounted for. With Jonas, 
reduce common data entry mistakes and keep track of all documents in an 
easy-to-use dashboard view.

Enhanced Visibility 
Through Jonas’ fully integrated system, gain access to all purchase orders, 
procurement records and equipment or inventory reports to make accurate business 
decisions. Be more proactive by gaining greater insights into the intricacies and details 
of the business, and operate a more profitable company. 

Jonas’ Procurement, Equipment and Inventory Management provides businesses with a fully integrated, 
collaborative, controlled and automated system. With Jonas, reduce inputting errors, centralize important 

documents and gain greater visibility into the business’ operations. Analyze monthly costs and maintenance 
of all equipment, and track, receive and easily search for all inventory on hand. With Jonas’ management 
system, reduce manual entry, improve workflow and utilize all equipment and materials more efficiently.

Save Time
Instead of operating procurement, equipment and inventory management 
separately, utilize Jonas’ integrated system to enhance efficiency and streamline 
operations. Reduce the time spent looking for paper documents and leverage Jonas’ 
intuitive search and retrieval functions to locate purchase orders, invoices, equipment 
and inventory data in seconds. 

Integrated P.O. and 
inventory systems have saved 
manpower, prevented input 

errors, provided cost controls 
on purchases, and provided 

paperless tracking 
of obligations.” 
B R U C E  K I G E R ,
Vice President, 

Continental Flooring
 Company 


